A Scholarship Could Change Your Life!

“... a recipient of an NNCC Career Mobility Scholarship. This monetary gift came at a time when I needed it the most, and I am forever indebted to ANNA for this. I was able to attend the symposium the same year and immediately joined the Awards and Scholarship committee to give back to the organization. Thank you, ANNA for supporting my education and dreams.”

Katie Delaine Bloesl, MSN, RN, CNN
Winner - Career Mobility Scholarship

Meet the Committee!

Who selects the winners of ANNA’s Awards and Scholarships? Members just like you! Awards and Scholarship Committee will review the submitted applications and select winners for most scholarships and awards. Names and personal data are omitted so the committee can concentrate on the details of your application. Many of the committee members are previous award winners and are anxious to ‘give back’ to ANNA through their service. Meet the 2020-21 committee members:

Katie Delaine Bloesl
MSN, RN, CNN
Chairperson

Meet Katie

Angela Taylor-Smith
ASD, BSN, RN, CNN
Chair Designate

Meet Angie

Vanessa Auguillard
PhD, RN, CNN
Committee Member

Meet Vanessa

Other Committee Members:

Kara Lynn Cherne, RN
Jessica Davis, RN, CDN
Linda Ford, BS, RN, CDN
Mindy Ann Timm, BSN, RN, CNN

Meet Karen

Elizabeth St. John
MSN, RN, CNN
Committee Member

Meet Elizabeth

Sarah Heyes
RN
Committee Member

Meet Sarah

View all ANNA Awards and Scholarships